INDEPENDENT RESEARCH PROJECTS:
Overview:

Anatomy

This resource includes everything you need to administer semester-long or yearlong
independent research projects in your anatomy class. It is a perfect way to differentiate your
instruction by providing more advanced students with this project-based challenge.
Teachers can assign students a topic from the list of suggested driving questions, let students
pick from the list, or let them design a project around their own question. This resource has all
of the support documents you need to bring structure to using a PBL-style assessment over
the course of a semester or yearlong class – plus editable versions of all student handouts!

Project Based Learning:
I have always LOVED so many of the characteristics of PBL (Project Based Learning). I
especially love the emphasis on student voice and choice, student autonomy, and the value
of the investigative process to create products that communicate an answer to the original
essential/driving question. However, this resource isn’t 100% true to PBL in that the focus is
more on the long-term nature of investigating the topic independently rather than working
collaboratively with peers to learn about a unit through the completion of a project. You will
see throughout the pages in the resource where I have pulled in my favorite components
from PBL to create my vision for these independent research projects, but know that this
resource wasn’t designed to be 100% PBL. However, I’ve included helpful hints to make it
more fully PBL on p.14.

W hy you should use:

I love so many things about projects and specifically PBL, but especially that PBL is studentled, multidisciplinary, and relevant. I love how PBL incorporates student choice, community
relevance, and communicating findings of the learning process through multiple products.
Why? Because this type of learning engages students and gives them essential practice with
critical skills they will use their entire lives, including: researching, synthesizing ideas, asking
questions, collaborating, revising, managing time, project planning, making community and
cross-curricular connections, varying communication formats, and reflecting. If you’ve been
looking for a different way to summatively assess your students at the end of the year, or a
way to challenge students to see the relevance and interconnectedness of every topic
covered in anatomy all year long, this resource is for you.

W hen to use:

These projects are designed to get students to spend the entire time they are in your course
making connections between what they are learning in class and what they are researching
for their project at home. The projects require a significant amount of student time and
research to fully complete them. Because of this, I would introduce the project at the
beginning of the year, do regular check ins with students throughout the year, and culminate
the year with student presentations of their products. See my suggested pacing guidelines
on p.9-10 for how to implement these projects over the course of a semester or a full school
year in order to best meet you and your students’ needs.

How to use:

This is best used as a semester or yearlong independent research project, but can be
adapted to be done entirely in class, as a partner or small group project, or as a PBL-style
final assessment for your course.
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*In PBL, the project is defined as the entire
learning process to get to the end result,
The traditional PBL process is as follows:
whereas the product is defined as the
1. Establish or select a driving question.
outcome that students actually create to
2. Design a plan for the project*.
represent their learning. Since this resource
is designed to be used over the length of
3. Set a schedule for executing the plan.
an entire anatomy course, the project
4. Work through the plan and monitor progress.
covers
the entire year (or semester) the
5. Assess the product(s)*.
course runs, while the products are what will
6. Evaluate and reflect upon the experience.
be submitted at the end for assessment.

The process:

Implementation options:
I believe this resource is best implemented over the entire length of the course – whether you
are on a semester block schedule or a yearlong schedule. See the mock pacing schedules
on p.9-10.

Project components:

Since the project is the process in PBL, the following components will be part of the
assessment for the project:
• Planning = establishing/selecting a driving question, designing the plan for the project,
and setting a schedule for executing the plan.
• Check ins = students will complete check in forms on their process ~biweekly, at the end
of each unit, and at the halfway point (end of the first semester if following the yearlong
pacing, or end of the first quarter if following the semester long pacing)
• Peer Revision = both in the middle and at the end of the project students will receive
peer feedback and be expected to reflect and respond to the feedback.
• Products = the culmination of the project will be three products that demonstrate their
understanding and ability to answer the initial driving question à a visual product,
written product, and oral product.
• Reflection = students will complete a final reflection evaluating the overall experience.

Assessment:

You can assess this however is best for YOU and your students. I use a simple two category
grading system of minor (formative) and major (summative) grades. I weight by points within
each category. Based on my grading policy, I would grade each component as the
following:
• Planning = 50 pt minor grade for completing all planning sheets on p.7-11 in the student
handouts
• Check ins = 10 pt minor grade per check in
See sample paper check ins on p.12-13 of the student handouts, and a link to the Google Form version
on p.11 of this document.

• Peer Revision = 30 pt minor grade per revision/reflection
• Products = 100 pt major grade for the written product, 100 pt major grade for the visual and oral
products (assessed together)
• Final Reflection = 50 pt major grade for the final reflection.

See an example of a point tally for this project on p.13 of this document.

Materials:
There are no required materials other than the student handouts included in this resource. If
you choose to provide your students with additional materials, that is totally up to you!
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teacher implementation notes

including
for potential research

for
Yearlong and semester block courses
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including rubrics, checklists,
!
planning pages, and

All student handouts are
customize for your classes!
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CREDITS FOR GRAPHICS AND
FONTS

THANK YOU!
I hope you find this
resource to be useful
to you in your
classroom and that
your students enjoy it
as well!

WANT TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS?

All clipart was either purchased with permission for commercial use
from the artists above or created myself. All photographs and
diagrams are either my own, purchased for commercial use, or
are from the public domain. This includes images taken by
employees of various US Government agencies; images published
prior to 1923; or images that have otherwise been released to
public domain.

LEGAL NOTICE

If you enjoy this resource, PLEASE leave feedback for

me! I’d love to hear specifically what you enjoyed and
how you used this in your classroom so that I can
continue to create resources that are beneficial to you
and your students. Your encouragement and feedback
mean so much to me!

If you have negative feedback, I would love for you to
email me first (itsnotrocketsciencestore@gmail.com) so
that I can serve you best on an individual basis to
guarantee your satisfaction with my products. I will
consider any changes you suggest for the product or
product description.

WANT TO SAVE MONEY ON FUTURE
PURCHASES?
Earning TpT credit saves you money on future
purchases! You can apply the credits you earn
when you check out to a future purchase.
• Log into your Teachers Pay Teachers account. Go
to ”My Purchases.”
• Beside each purchase, you'll see a ”Provide
Feedback” button. Simply click it, and you will be taken
to a page where you can give a quick rating and leave
a short comment for the product. This is both helpful for
you AND me! Win win!

Thank you for protecting the hard work that
went into this resource. By purchasing this
resource, you are agreeing that the contents
are licensed to you for your classroom/personal
use only as a SINGLE user. In accordance with
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, I retain the
copyright and reserve all rights to this product.
With the license you purchased:
You may:
•
Use this item for your own classroom,
students, or for your own personal use.
•
Buy additional licenses for others to use this
product (at a discount) by visiting your TpT
“My Purchases” page.
•
Review this product to recommend others
buy it in blog posts, at PD workshops, or
other venues as long as credit is given to my
store with a direct link to my store/product.
You may NOT:
•
Upload this product to any unsecured
website or server that other teachers could
access for free.
•
Give this product to others without the
purchase of an additional license for them
(this includes emailing, printing copies, or
sharing through a website, cloud or other
network.)
•
Copy or modify any part of this document
for others for free or for sale.

WANT TO STAY CONNECTED AND IN THE LOOP?
• Join my Email List by clicking HERE: Join thousands of other teachers and be the first to receive
It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ store updates, exclusive freebies, teaching tips, and more! This is the best
way to keep up with what is going on at It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ.
• Follow me on Social Media: Click the links to the right!

Thank You!
Thank you for purchasing this product by © It’s Not Rocket
ScienceⓇ! Be sure to read the Terms of Use on the previous
page before using.
Like what you purchased? I would love to hear your feedback!
Please go to “My Purchases” and click “Provide Feedback”
next to this product to leave me a rating.
Want to see more from © It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ? Follow Me
on TpT or Join my email list! These are the best ways to be
updated when new products and blog posts get posted.
Best-selling anatomy & physiology resources:

If you like this product, you make like these other resources:
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